Titan 120 or R12749

Material: Aluminum
Finish: Anodized, Powder Coated
Open Area*: 49%
Stock Status: Stock / Custom Made
Max. Width: 60"
Max. Length: 16' 4"
Weight*: 0.8397 lb/ft²
Thickness: 0.125"

Applications:
Decorative Panels, Cladding, Facades, Ceiling Tiles

Attachment Methods:
Screw Fastened or Tensile Cable

Extras Notes:
Folding of sides recommended for rigidity and to maintain flatness. Other materials and thickness can be manufactured upon request.
* OA and Weight calculations are based on 0.12 (3.0mm) aluminum.

Contact your local Sales Representative today at: 941.402.3554 • facades@valmont.com